Videos

- Reviewed all but one video with student survey responses, edited and reproduced appropriate videos (8 videos reviewed)
- Provided informational sessions to prospective script writers and film producers; solicited script ideas and scriptwriting offers – August 12, 2008
- Developed guidelines for script creation
- Created 7 new videos and video ads
- Developed plan for reviewing subject-specific videos created by subject librarians and presenting them on the webpage
- Requested and obtained limited copies of the new version of Camtasia software
- Reviewed potential new video ideas and accepted # scripts not yet produced
- Created YouTube endings for several videos, produced and posted to the following videos:
  - **YouTube**: The Difference between a Magazine and a Scholarly Journal (133 plays)
  - How to Read a Library of Congress Call Number (599 plays)
  
  **MySpace**: Hogworthy the Research Paper Wizard (53 plays)
  - The Difference between a Magazine and a Scholarly Journal (40 plays)
  - How to Read a Library of Congress Call Number (51 plays)
  
  **Facebook**: (use unknown) Hogworthy the Research Paper Wizard
  - The Difference between a Magazine and a Scholarly Journal
  - How to Read a Library of Congress Call Number

Other Technologies

In February 2008, the committee’s goals were expanded to include the review of new technologies for teaching.

*Student response systems*
- Committee reviewed nine audience response systems, received group sales introductions and made a recommendation
- Committee provided a testing period for the desired software before the recommendation and provided preliminary training
- Training on the system was designed for presentation in early January 2009.

*Video camera*
- Requested and obtained a video camera
- Began exploring video creation and editing

*Social networking*
- Implemented videos on library pages in MySpace and Facebook. Created channel in YouTube. Posted appropriate videos

*Promotion of products*
- Presentation by two committee members

- Videos cited in:
  - Submitted How to Read a Library of Congress Call Number for review and inclusion in PRIMO: Peer-Reviewed Instrucional Materials Online
  - Inclusion of videos in Research Wizard tool.

**Other Activities**

- Reviewed the research paper wizard and provided input
- Regained access to Continuing Education Blackboard materials
- Worked with Web Development Group to incorporate Camtasia as a recording tool for recording site usability study activities
Appendix 1 – Video creation dates and details

Interlibrary Loan I - Registering for Interlibrary Loan
Scriptwriter – Tess Gibson
Initial video – February 2007
Edited and revised – August 28, 2008

Interlibrary Loan II - Requesting Items on Interlibrary Loan
Scriptwriter – Tess Gibson
Initial video – May 2007
Edited and revised – November 2008

Interlibrary Loan III - Managing and Retrieving your Interlibrary Loan Items
Scriptwriter – Tess Gibson
Initial video – May 2007
Edited -- November 2008 (video pending service realignment)

Explanation of Find It!
Scriptwriter – Luti Salisbury
Initial video – July 2007
Edited and revised – September 2008

What is the Difference between a Scholarly Journal and a Magazine?
Scriptwriter – Steve Chism
Initial video – August 2007
Edited and revised – September 2008

InfoLinks1 - InfoLinks, the Library Catalog
Scriptwriter – Deb Kulczak
Initial video – August 2007
Edited and Revised – November 2008

Finding Materials in Course Reserves
Scriptwriters – Steve Chism, Tim Zou
Script compilers – Donna Daniels, Necia Parker-Gibson
Initial video – September 2007

InfoLinks 4 - Author Searching in the Library Catalog
Scriptwriter – Necia Parker-Gibson
Initial video – October 2007
Edited and revised – September 2008

InfoLinks 3 - How to Read an InfoLinks Record for a Book or Other Non-journal
Scriptwriter – Elizabeth McKee
Initial video – November 2007

How to Read a Call Number
Finding a Journal Article (abb. Journal Article)
Scriptwriter – Patricia Kirkwood
Initial video – February 2008

Dissertation I – Finding Dissertations and Theses in InfoLinks, the Library Catalog
Scriptwriter – Luti Salisbury
Initial video (with online survey) – March 2008

Dissertation II – Finding Theses and Dissertations Worldwide
Scriptwriter – Luti Salisbury
Initial video – April 2008

InfoLinks 2 – Personalizing InfoLinks Using My Library Account
Scriptwriter – Deb Kulczak
Initial video – November 2008

Video Ads

Renew Online and Avoid Fines
Scriptwriter – Lora Lennertz Jetton
Initial video – June 2008

The Research Paper Wizard
Scriptwriter – Lora Lennertz Jetton
Initial video – October 2008

Subject Videos

Oxford Music Online
Scriptwriter – Lora Lennertz Jetton
Initial video – November 2008

Scripts in process

Library homepage (submitted)
Scriptwriter – Anne Marie Candido

Keyword searching (submitted)
Scriptwriter – Necia Parker Gibson

Find More (submitted)
Scriptwriter – Steve Chism

Reading citations (submitted – pending photos)
Scriptwriter – Steve Chism

Writing citations
Scriptwriter – Patricia Kirkwood

InfoLinks specialized MyAccount
Scriptwriter – Deb Kulczak